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IMPRESSIVE SURROUND SOUND RIGHT
OUT OF THE WALL - IW150T AND C15S
By Fidelity Online

CUSTOM INSTALLATION TRIPOLE AND SUBWOOFER
FROM M&K SOUND
" The sound of the best cinemas in the world in your own four walls – this dream
becomes reality with the M&K IW150T tripole speakers and the C15S subwoofer.

Modern surround formats such as Dolby Atmos or DTS-X offer an enormously more immersive sound
experience. However, they require a comparatively large number of loudspeakers, which often
conflicts with a visually appealing room design. M&K Sound is aware of this problem and, with the
IW150T Tripole Surround speaker, has a revised version of its legendary S150T model in its
portfolio, which for the first time can be seamlessly integrated into the wall for an invisible
installation. Together with the C 15S installation subwoofer and its specially adapted power
amplifier VA500 Blue Edition, it enables an impressive home cinema experience with invisible
loudspeaker installation - ideal for sophisticated, state-of-the-art surround systems.

M&K AUDIO IW150T: REFERENCE SOUND
“OUT OF NOWHERE”
The S150T surround speaker from M&K Sound has become famous for uniquely enveloping the
listener with its revolutionary tripole arrangement of the individual drivers. With the IW150T, M&K
Sound was able to realize these virtues for the first time in a loudspeaker that can be installed flush
in a wall. Equipped with the high-quality chassis and crossover of its famous sister model, the
IW150T offers the same outstanding sound characteristics. For an even more inconspicuous
integration of the IW150T into the listening room, the white cover can be painted as desired. The
IW150T Tripole speaker brings legendary M&K Sound acoustic performance to a completely invisible
installation.

M&K SOUND C15S AND VA500 BLUE EDITION:
SOLID FOUNDATION
The subwoofer C15S from M&K Sound impresses with a powerful bass foundation and outstanding
level stability. Although only equipped with a single speaker, it delivers acoustic performance values
comparable to those of the 10" dual push-pull subwoofer X10. This makes the C15S the perfect
solution for large custom installations. The C15S was developed from scratch together with the
VA500 Blue Edition power amplifier in order to make even the lowest frequencies not only audible
but also tangible.

The C15S is delivered together with the matching
power amplifier VA500 Blue Edition. The power
amplifier is a further development of the Class D
amplifiers that are already used in the well-known
subwoofers of the V series from M&K Sound. This
power amplifier is also characterized by maximum
efficiency, low heat generation and low standby
power consumption. The Class D powerhouse
VA500 Blue Edition was specially tailored to the
C15S subwoofer in careful development work and
impresses with accurate impulse stability and
almost inexhaustible power reserves even with
demanding music material and bombastic film
scenes.

